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Nothing succeeds like success!

Eric Clarke, of Clapham, had several
disastrous goes at the slippery slope in
the 'It's a knockout' contest, even losing
his trousers (above right). But he regirded his loins, took a deep breath and
a long run-up, and made it (below).

A MIGHTY CHEER from 7,000 people
greeted the sun when, late in the afternoon, it finally decided to shine down on
the mammoth fun day at Withdean
Stadium, Brighton, on Sunday June 20.
The sun simply had to come out to
match the mood of the spectators who
had come determined to enjoy themselves despite grey skies and occasional
drizzle.
And enjoy themselves they did, thanks
to the efforts of Bromley area, who, for
yet another year, laid on enough activities to keep the crowds happy and cheer-

ing all afternoon.
The day's heroes were many.
Charlton stormed to victory in the
'It's a knockout' contest, proving themselves company champions at such
events as running up a greasy slope (in
evening dress, of course), not falling in
the water while people pelt you with
footballs (dressed in a leopard-skins, of
course), dressing up as a horse under a
white sheet while a man (with his feet
tied together, of course) tries to catch
you, and being a baked bean can.
Last year's 'It's a knockout' cham-

pions, Basingstoke branch, representing
Woking area, couldn't hang on to that
title, so they picked up two more. First
they heaved Poole to defeat in the tugof-war, and then they took the five-aside soccer trophy with a dramatically
narrow win over Muswell Hill.
Basingstoke also picked up the prize
for the best designed joker in the 'It's a
knockout' contest. Theirs was a real live
joker, Tony Tompkins (aged 'five and
three-quarters' he said), son of provisions manager Brian Tompkins.
continued [>
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D> continued
If there had been a prize for the
noisiest supporters, Coventry area would
have won it hands down, because their
team of cheer leaders kept up a tremendous racket all afternoon in support of
their side. As it was, they won the prize
for the smartest team.
Superstar of the day, and Coventry
area pin-up, was Vernon Dix, of Northfield branch. 18-year-old Vernon won the
contest of all-round athletic skill, clinching the result by a whisker in the last,
gruelling event, the 1500 metres steeplechase.

While other competitors flaked out on
the grass with exhaustion, Vernon, who
said he hadn't done any special training,
trotted off to collect his track suit. 'I feel
great' he said.
Note to shoplifters—if you want to
run away without paying, don't do it at
Hastings branch. They scored a notable
one-two in the mile, with Jamie Henon
winning in the fast time of 4 minutes
41.5 seconds, with last year's winner,
Mick Bridgeland, hot on his heels.
What's more, the Hastings flyers
carried off the ladies half-mile, where
Julie Stead romped home first. What
does the manager down there do to
them?
And there was a special cheer for
Louis McSweeny, of Maidstone, who, at
the age of 57, completed the course in
the mile.
But not all the activity was taking
place on the sports field. What with
competitions for wine-making, cakemaking, flower arranging, painting,
bread-making and photography, horticultural displays, fun fair, raffles, bars,
drum majorettes and a band there was
no shortage of things to do.
Chairman John Sainsbury and his
family turned up to join in the fun and
to present the prizes. They joined a
cheerful crowd that had flocked to the
stadium from all over the country in
more than a hundred coaches and
innumerable cars.

•

It's disaster and tears (top) for this unplaced competitor in the egg and spoon
race, but it's triumph and smiles (above)
for Tony Tompkins, Woking area's real
live joker with his cap and bells, who's
getting a piggy-back ride from cheerleader Liz Budge. Left: it's fun for the
large crowd, but these two Tarzans look,
apprehensive at the prospect of a cold
dip. They may have wobbled, but they
both stayed dry.

Above: taking the strain is the Basingstoke branch anchor man, dragging off
the tug-of-war trophy. Right: this strange
ten-legged beast is Woking area's attempt
at a horse in the knockout game 'Damsel
in distress.'
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Chairman pays tribute to staff at AGM
a reasonably good start to the
financial year, chairman John Sainsbury
told shareholders at the annual general
meeting at the Connaught Rooms,
London, on July 7. He said: 'The
favourable trends noted at the end of
last year continued into this, despite
having to absorb the cost of the £6 wage
awards, which will represent an increase
in wage and salary costs in the year
ahead greater than the anticipated level
of inflation.'
He said: 'Not only is our performance
relatively satisfactory, considering the
difficulties of trade today, but we are

JS MADE

Anne's the new
textile chief

well placed with financial and management resources for the continued
profitable expansion of Sainsbury's.'
Paying a tribute to the quality of
performance of all staff, Mr JD said:
'The strength of our company is very
largely due to the very high standards
set by staff throughout the business. We
have the most highly qualified and
trained staff of any company in food
retailing.'
The chairman sympathised with senior
and middle management throughout
industry who, thanks to increased
taxation and the pay code, had seen
their standards of living decline by
artfund 18 per cent over the last five
years compared to an increase of over
five per cent for wage earners. Mr JD
told shareholders: 'I regret this lack of
proper reward, especially at this time
when even greater demands are being
made on them to cope with the consequences of inflation.'

Greatest obstacle
Mr JD said that the constraints set
by the pay policy were together with the
price code and planning delays all
matters outside company control and
represented the greatest obstacle to
expansion.
On the Price Code he said: 'The
Secretary of State for Prices and
Incomes (Shirley Williams) has gone on
record to say that she does not like price
codes and aptly described them as
"bureaucratic expressions". I agree with
her. There is no more effective discipline
in holding down prices than competition—if you don't look after your

customers' interests, you will lose
business to your competitors.'
About planning delays he commented: 'Our development is still limited by
planning delays. Authorities are beginning to realise the importance of
investment in new stores, both as a
boost for employment as well as
increasing efficiency and reducing distribution costs—but progress still remains painfully slow.'
A full version of the speech has been
circulated to all departments and staff
who wish to read it should ask their
managers.

Fatal accident
at Stratford
in an accident while
working on a fixed scissor lift in the
backway at Stratford branch on
Monday, June 7.
Richard Hutchinson, who lived near
Bath, was an electrician working for the
Bristol-based sub-contracting firm of
Gasgoine, Gush and Dent. The lift was
being installed, and he was working
underneath it when it collapsed.
An inquest is to be held.
'Although the accident happened
with a lift that was still in the hands of
an outside firm and had not been
handed over to JS' says company
safety adviser Stan Ramage, 'I must
stress how important it is that staff
working with dangerous equipment
should abide by the rules laid down'.

A MAN WAS KILLED

Buntingford driversflythe flag
year in succession
Des Matthews, of Buntingford depot,
has qualified for the final of the commercial 'Driver of the Year' competition
to be held in September. Des, who took
part in class G (flat trailer), won his
place at a qualifying heat held in Hayes,
Middlesex.
The competition attracts competitors
from all over Britain, the qualifying
heats being held in 40 regions nationwide. One of these, the Herts and Essex
regional heat, was held on Sunday,
June 27, at Buntingford depot.
From around 7.15 am to 6 pm, 116
drivers (five of whom were from
Buntingford) proved their ability to
position the rear of a vehicle accurately,
demonstrated their ability to manoeuvre
and position their vehicles, showed their
skill to steer and position, answered
questions on the Highway Code and
followed a road route.
Says Rodney Gordon (Buntingford
depot transport manager): 'The drivers
who took part in the competition from
JS were all volunteers. They all put on a
good show, and it's a pity only class
FOR THE SECOND

Anne Heath
ANNE HEATH is the new head of JS's
textile department. Malcolm Hughes
will continue as the departmental
director responsible for textiles.
Miss Heath, who is 30, joins JS from
John Lewis, where she spent 12 years
in the central buying departments.
'I started at John Lewis as an A level
trainee' says Miss Heath 'and worked
in a number of departments including
fashion accessories, leisure wear and
lingerie.'
About her new job she says: 'There is
no reason why clothes sold in a supermarket should not be exciting. Fashion
today I think is exciting. I find it particularly interesting to see how ideas that
come from say, Paris are interpreted to
suit a more commercial market.'
One of her aims: 'I hope to be able to
help make the textile department as
successful as the food side of the
business!'
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winners go forward. We did however
win an award—for the best turned out
vehicle and driver. The motor engineers
join the drivers in taking credit for that.'
Thefinalof the competition, now in its
23rd year, will be held at Nuneaton.

Buntingford depot manager Owen Thomas
(left) presents the trophy for the best
turned out vehicle and driver to JS
driver Fred Fish.

Sale away—but lease back
TO REDRESS THE BALANCE of JS'S property portfolio and provide additional
capital for future expansion, the company has recently embarked on a sale
and leaseback programme.
Sale and leaseback is just that. It is
when the owner/occupier of a freehold
property sells it to an investment
institution and leases it back thus
continuing occupation. The advantages
of sale and leaseback to a company like
JS are mainly that it enables the
company to maintain a proper balance
between leasehold and freehold pro-

perties and it releases valuable capital
for future development elsewhere. There
is also the added bonus that the rent
paid on a leasehold property is tax
allowable.
The financial difficulties of the past
few years have meant that JS has had to
develop more freehold sites than it
would have normally. 'To carry out our
planned expansion programme' says
JS's company secretary Stuart Parker,
'we had to provide a lot of the financial
resources ourselves as the developers
and local authorities were not able to

Not so busy lines
cut HQ phone bill

We're having
a heatwave...
SOME LIKE

IT HOT but

not

JS

MAKING FEWER PHONE CALLS h a s Cut t h e

telephone bill at head office by around
£35,000. During 1975/76 telephone
traffic was down nearly 19 per cent.
Says office manager Dick Hill: 'The
drop in traffic, and the tremendous
saving this has made, are primarily the
result of staff at head office using the
telephone less and with more discretion
than they did before.
'It is ultimately the person at the
JS end of the phone who effects the
saving by keeping the conversation
brief and to the point. And this has
certainly been happening in the last
12 months—as the 1975/76 telephone
bill bears out.'
Last year a notice went out to staff,
forcefully pointing out that the 1974/75
telephone bill worked out at £68.30 for
every employee at head office. If this
trend continued it was estimated that
the figure would have been up to more
than £140 for 1975/76.

area

engineers who have been overwhelmed
with cries for help from branches affected by the heat-wave that's currently
melting Britain.
Romford area office received a record
243 calls during the heat-peak—143 of
which concerned refrigeration units.
Temperatures of over 100° were
recorded at the Streatham office with a
couple of cases of heat exhaustion.
Qualified first-aiders were on hand. They
consulted a local pharmacist to see
what more they could do. His reply:
'Get 'em to take all their clothes off.'
JS choc ice sales are reported to be
'fantastic'. They are a new line but
sales are said to be out of all proportion
to what was expected.

Phews! round up
Shoppers everywhere generally seem
to be out early to beat the heat, with big
queues at some stores long before the
doors open.
Ways of keeping cool are top of the
agenda at a number of management
meetings. The retail personnel committee is raising the question of whether
or not managers may remove their
jackets at work at its next meeting on
July 9.
Bad news for strawberry lovers. The
heat wave has virtually put paid to the
normal season. (This year it lasted about
a week!) But strawberries are just one of
the dozens of produce lines to suffer.
Worrying Hoddesdon depot is the
stock they are losing. When produce
arrives, the top layer is found to be
scorched. An additional headache is the
temperature in the warehouse itself
which has been well up into the nineties.
One week it took about 90 gallons of
cold drinks to quench the mighty thirst
of the men working in the warehouse at
the depot. The drinks are 'on the house'
while the hot weather lasts.
And the heat goes on. Tell us about
your good (or bad) 'phews' story in time
for our August weather report!

—as they would have done in less
financially troubled times.'
Hoddesdon depot is the first sale and
leaseback to be finalised. This has been
sold to the Post Office superannuation
fund and a 99 year lease taken.
'It is a purely financial transaction,'
says Mr Parker, 'and makes no difference whatsoever to the staff working
at the depot or the company's control
over the property.
'Sale and leaseback is just a very
sensible way of financing some of the
company's future developments.'

French
Week at
SAINSBURY'S
Brian Peirce,

... a tropical
heatwave...
For six-foot four-inch Brian Peirce,
shorts are the only sensible way to dress
as the temperature hits the nineties.
Brian, a team leader in dp systems,
says: 'I spent a number of years in the
tropics, so I've no inhibitions.'
He joined J S in 1969, and he has worn
shorts whenever it's been hot enough.
'Why not?' he asks. "The ladies are
sensibly dressed.'

FRENCH

PRESIDENT

Val6ry

Giscard

d'Estaing's state visit to Britain was the
reason for JS's French Week that
brought the tricolour to branches from
June 22 to 26.
French food and drink lines were
featured for the week, many of them at
reduced prices. There was as much as
lOp off the Vin du Midi range of wines,
and French cheeses like Camembert,
Brie and St Paulin, Normandy butter
and French delicatessen lines were also
at special cheaper prices.
All the advertising and promotional
material for the week was paid for by
Food From France, the organisation
that promotes French products in
Britain, and bore their distinctive
cockerel motif.
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Budding artist says thanks from Vernon House
MARK BEST is a highly talented young
artist with a bright future. One of his
pictures has pride of place in the office of
Lord Sainsbury (better known at JS
as Mr Alan) at Stamford House. And
recently Lord and Lady Sainsbury
opened an exhibition of Mark Best's and
other young people's art and craft work.
Mark is 12 years old and a pupil at

the Vernon House School in North
London. The school is for children who
have experienced difficulties at other
schools. When Mark first came to
Vernon House—he was transferred
there from his primary school—he was
withdrawn and did not speak.
He was in danger of being classified as
an educational no-hoper. But with time

Artist Mark Best (left) now has plenty
to smile about. Below: Lord Sainsbury
shows off his thank-you gift from the
Vertion House School.

and specialised care his schoolwork is
now well above average and he has
shown himself to be a talented, possibly
great, artist.
Antony Staniland, the headmaster at
Vernon House, wrote to Lord Sainsbury
last year telling him about the school.
'I was most impressed by the work
they are doing there. I think it is wrong
that children should be branded as
"backward" and written off from the
point of view of education' says Lord
Sainsbury.
Lord and Lady Sainsbury gave
£250 to the school fund. It was used for
summer outings that the 50 pupils at the
school need so much. For although it is
a state school it relies on private donations to give the children the extras that
make all the difference, as their lives
away from Vernon House are often
fraught with hardship.
Later Mark and two other pupils,
accompanied by Mr Staniland, visited
Lord Sainsbury at Stamford House.
Mark gave him one of his pictures, as
his way of saying thank you from
Vernon House. The picture is of a JS
supermarket in a high street. The use of
colour is strong and vibrant and just to
look at it makes you feel it's all happening in the busy high street.

King Kong
Mark is still a little shy but now talks
with confidence about his different
pictures, he works with felt-tip pens;
and how he also likes writing stories
and illustrating them.
'I've just done one about King Kong'
he says. With the help of Mr Staniland
and his staff, the pupils at Vernon
House are encouraged to be themselves.
After the visit to Stamford House
Lord and Lady Sainsbury were invited
to open an art exhibition of the work
done by the pupils at Vernon House.
And they are continuing to support the
school fund. O

.. three, two, one, zero—we have rip off!
SUPERMARKET CRIME costs our American

counterparts $15 billion a year on
average, according to a special report
on security published recently by the
American trade magazine, Progressive
Grocer.
The magazine also gave some insight
into how this $15 billion rip-off was
executed, and provided examples of a
few of the more ingenious rip-offs to
watch out for.
For instance, at one store the magazine visited, there were over 75 screwtop caps that could be switched to give
rippers better value for money, if the
price were printed only on the cap.
Really cunning rippers, the report went
on, were able to conceal up to five packs
of cigarettes inside a large cereal carton
and small high-priced items were deftly
stuck into the cardboard core of items
like kitchen rolls.
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The more adventurous rippers threw
fits, fights or hurled accusations of dishonesty at the cashier, while a friend, or
friends, dipped their hand, or hands,
into the till, under the cover of the
confusion at the checkout. The magazine
also quoted cases of refunds being given

for goods that had never even left the
shop. 'My husband bought these two
tinned hams yesterday, not knowing I
had gotten some the day before . . . ' , was
how one housewife started a tale of woe
that could have earned her a very easy
few bucks.
In-store snackers it seems eat quite a
hefty slice of that $15 billion. And
cheques don't just bounce, they sort of
ricochet from state to state and from
store to store, with top rippers running
up bills for hundreds of dollars.
A lot of the American rip-offs already
have British equivalents but as for the
rest, it's not just Concorde that can
cross the Atlantic supersonically. As
one 84-year-old shoplifter told a manager of a store in North Carolina:
'Well you finally caught me. This is the
first time I've been caught and I've
been doing this since I was 14!' O

Branch lads
set a
good example
AWARD WINNING TWOSOME Shaun Tweed

(17) and Shayeed Butt (19) are both
attached to JS's branch at Southend.
Shaun, a butcher, and Shayeed, a
week-end student, have won both the
Duke of Edinburgh gold award and the
Queen's scout award. 'Shayeed and I
have worked on both schemes together'
says Shaun. 'We were in the same scout
unit, in the same football team, and then
met up again at Sainsbury's.'
'The Duke of Edinburgh award and
the Queen's scout scheme vary in that
the latter calls for more leadership qualities' says Shayeed speaking about how
the two schemes differ. 'Both Shaun and
I are staying on with our unit, the Druid
Venture Scout unit, to help the younger
ones trying to emulate our success.'

Shaun (left) and Shayeed keep their cool
on the waterfront at Southend.

Symbol that bangs the big drum for SavaCentre
A SYMBOL of the future is the dynamic, circular jig-saw designed by the
JS design studio for SavaCentre—the JS/BHS hypermarket company.
Establishing an identity for a new enterprise, like SavaCentre,
is important; so the SavaCentre board of directors invited the
design studios of the two parent companies to present their
thinking on the subject. They chose the scheme put forward by
the JS design team, headed by Peter Dixon.
'A company symbol must be hard-hitting and controversial
if it is to work' says Mr Dixon. 'It must also be ahead of its
time.' He adds that it must be simple and clear-cut
enough to be adapted to every aspect of the company's
business, from company stationery through to shopfronts,
badges, carrier bags and promotional material.
The interlocking shapes he and his design team came up
with fit this brief exactly. The dynamism of the parent
companies Combines through two intricate, but
perfectly linked, halves, which together form the initial
letter of SavaCentre. The result is a compact circle that
arrests the eye. And controversial, says Mr Dixon:
'First reactions to it are "what the hell does it mean"—
which is what we want, to get people talking about
SavaCentre.'
Thought was also given to the colours used. 'Blue and green
were chosen as they are in sympathy with the out-of-town
and sometimes rural environment most SavaCentre stores
will be in.'
Rounding off the graphic interpretation of the SavaCentre
'corporate image' is the logotype—the style in which the name
will be written. The same care was given to this, and the result
goes well with the symbol.
Judge for yourself. . . .
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Getting into
tights

a couple of ounces of nylon yarn. Next
you put a twist in it. Then you knit the resulting springy
thread into a long tube and sew up one end. Put the
open ends of two tubes together. Then you execute an
ingenious snip here and a deft stitch there to join them
at the open end. Add a touch of colour. Finally spin and
tumble almost dry. And voila—you have a pair of tights.
Although in outline this is how a pair of tights is
made, there is of course a great deal more to it than that.
The process requires numerous skills, complicated
machinery, expert knowledge and the sort of know-how
that only a lifetime in the hosiery business can teach.
To find out more about the making of tights the
JS Journal travelled to Hinkley in Leicestershire, the
home of the hosiery industry for 400 years.
In 1640 William Iliffe, a Hinkley man, is said to have
imported from Nottingham one of the earliest stocking
frames; invented, it is thought, by a Reverend William
FIRST YOU TAKE

Lee. The first circular knitting machine was made in
1844. The first mass-produced nylon stockings came
over one hundred years later in about 1947.
Two companies at Hinkley make tights and
stockings especially for JS. But it was at Bennett
Brothers' factory, where they make JS's one-size
micromesh tights, that the mysteries of the hosiery world
were unravelled for the Journal to behold.
Once inside the factory gates it was obvious there's
more in tights than meets the eye.

Putting the stretch into JS one-size
tights is a highly mechanised, fast moving
process and very noisy. Long banks of
complicated machines (above left) twist
the basic white nylon thread and heat
it to set the twist in for ever. Bennett
Brothers differ from many other hosiery
manufacturers in that they put the twist
in the thread themselves. A good twist in
the thread means you won't get baggy
knees' they say.
Some of the thread is twisted to the
right and some to the left. Alternate
rows of left and right twisted thread
are knitted into tubes on circular
knitting machines. The mixture of left
and right twisted threads are what makes
micromesh stretch in all directions.
The enlarged close-up of a circular
knitting head (far left) shows the
intricate delicacy of the flying circle of
needles with their attendant threads
and the growing tube that is to form one
half of a pair of tights.
Row upon row of knitting machines
(above right) whirl and clatter to produce hundreds of white nylon tubes that
pop, as if by magic, into small transparent boxes with a trapdoor bottom.
The trapdoor opens and the leg of a
tight is born.
Spot checks on the length are made
(top left) using a not very flattering, but
efficient
one-dimensional
leg-shaped
board. The stretchability is also tested
(bottom left) to make sure that the
mechanical knitters haven't got their
needles in a twist.
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/4r fAw sta^e /Ae 'fe^i' are just a little on
the long side. To bring them down to size
they are steamed gently in a giant-sized
tumbling machine. The difference when
they emerge is clearly demonstrated {top
right) by JS textile manager Stephen
Walkley.
Once the toe end has been sewn the
individual legs are turned inside out
(bottom left) ready to be joined. The
way this is done is simple, but fiendishly
clever. Two legs are laid one on top of
the other. A cut is made in the circular
top of each leg down as far as is needed
to make the body. The cut edge of one
leg is sewn to the cut edge of the other.
This forms the semi-circular seam that
runs down the front and up the back of
the body of the tights.
Joining the legs is done by hand or on an
incredible Japanese machine (below
right) called a Takatori.
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In the beginning, there were stockings...
TIGHTS MUST BE THE GREATEST thing to have happened

since sliced bread. Or is it canned peaches? Anyway
since they first came to Britain in the middle to late
sixties—other countries had them a little earlier we
understand—tights have revolutionised the hosiery
industry and encouraged women's fashions to reach new,
and often devastating, heights. Did the mini give birth to
tights or tights to the mini?
In the beginning, however, there were stockings.
JS first began to sell them in 1966. The range came in
eight sizes and four colours and they cost from 2/6d to
4/6d a pair. (Today's price is 18p—that's 3/7d a pair.)
Tights came on the scene two years later in 1968. They
were run-resist and came in three sizes and four colours
and cost 8/1 Id. Five shillings more than the most
expensive stockings in the JS range at the time.
Not long after, a micromesh range of tights was
introduced. The price was now down to 6/1 Id, as tights
technology and mass production techniques improved.
But they still were pricey compared with stockings.
By the seventies the mini changed all that and the JS
tights range began to shoot up the one-size micromesh
ladder of success.
'JS's one-size micromesh tights have proved a
tremendous success' says Stephen Walkley, manager of

The joined legs are put into net bags
ready for dyeing in gurgling revolving
drums {right) that turn one way then the
other to make sure the colour is even.
'Recipes' for the dyes are kept by the
factory. Nearly all the shades are produced from a mix of yellow, red and blue.
From the dyer to the spin drier {far
right). Still in their bags the tights are
spun and then tumbled dry.
Nimble fingered girls {below) uncrumple the tights on a wire frame, and
fold them ready for packing.
Every week the factory turns out over
28,000 dozen pairs of tights, not all
of them for JS of course. But production is really double that figure. For
as they point out while a baker's dozen is
13 a hosier's dozen is twice twelve and
count the legs!

JS's textiles buying department. 'They account for
between 60 to 70 per cent of our sales.' The price is now
right down to a competitive 26p a pair (that's about
5/2-^d old money) or 49p for a two pair pack, or 99p for a
bumper five pair pack.
'Our five pair pack special offer at 79p has broken all
previous JS sales records. I'm not saying how many we
sold, it's a competitive business, but it's a lot' adds
Mr Walkley.
JS micromesh tights come in eight colours and fit up to
42 inch hips. In 1975 a version for up to 50 inch hips was
introduced.
Other lines include a range of run resist tights, fine,
smooth knit tights, stockings and the latest success story—
pop socks. On average a woman buys 30 pairs of tights
a year.
'It has now become a habit to pop a couple of pairs of
tights in the shopping trolley along with the groceries'
adds Mr Walkley. 'Buying them in a supermarket is so
convenient.'
JS tights are made to the same high standards required
of all JS own label lines. A fact that has not gone
unnoticed by a number of women's magazines and the
national press, who on different occasions have voted
JS tights 'the best bargain' and 'the most sexy'.
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Competition: The thigh's
A YEAR'S SUPPLY OF JS TIGHTS—that's the top prize in
our special The thigh's the limit' contest.
If you're not a lady and haven't got a lady you'd like to
give tights to, or if you've only got one leg, you can have a
prize to the same value of JS socks or shirts.
All you have to do is match up the legs and faces in these
pictures of Charlton depot's 'It's a knockout' champs. For
example, if you think legs E belong to Bill, put E in the box
next to Bill's name, and so on.
You're even allowed five goes, because the sun's shining
and the editor's in a good mood.
By the way, there are 40,320 possible answers, and 40,319
of them are wrong.
And, for a tie-breaker, you have to estimate the length of
thread that makes up a pair of JS micromesh one-size tights.
Jf more than one entry gets the legs right, then the nearest
estimate will clinch the top prize. And there are plenty of
consolation prizes for near misses.

How we found the best legs
'We want the best legs in JS for our competition—the very
best' said the editor.
The best legs ? What are the best legs ? Brendan Foster's
legs? Ginger Rogers' legs? Ernie Wise's legs? Should they be
pretty? Slim? Muscular? Hairy?
Then we heard of all the fiendish games dreamt up by
Bromley area for their 'It's a knockout' contest, and we knew
that anyone who could survive that little lot must have the
best legs in the company. If they's got any limbs left at all,
that is.
Well, Charlton depot won. So JS Journal proudly presents
the best, the absolute, incontrovertible, best legs in the
company. And all you've got to do-is match them up to
their owners' faces.
Alan, who is manager of the team, says 'It's no good
asking us for help with the competition entries. We're not
uncovering our knees for anyone however hot it gets.'

the limit!

Joann Weedon

Phoebe Smith

Josie Smith

Pat Meegan

Bill Sargent

Colin Tall

Pauline Halls

Alan Hale

Entry form
Cut out and send to the JS Journal, J Sainsbury Ltd, Stamford House, Stamford St, London SEl 9LL,
to arrive not later than 30th July 1976.

1
Joann

2

3

4

5

Tiebreaker:
I think the length of thread needed to make a pair of
JS micromesh one-size tights is:

Phoebe
Josie
Name_

Pat
Bill

Department/
address

Colin
Pauline
Alan

Extension no/
telephone n o _
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Health and beauty is

LOOKING GOOD

In the last couple of years the scope and size of JS's health and beauty range
has more than doubled. Now with the introduction of cosmetics and hair accessories
plans are going ahead to increase the display in all the stores where there is space.

Above: Customers at North Cheam like
to be able to pick and choose. Left: It's
a real family affair at Kempston. 'How
about some aftershave for dad ?'
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'Do you think this colour would go with my new blue dress ?' Cover Girl has caught on in a big way at Kempston.

F

ROM HEAD TO TOE there's
something to make you look and
feel better in the JS health and
beauty range. There's a profusion
of shampoos, skin and hand creams, hair
sprays, pain killers, shaving creams,
deodorants and cough mixtures (to
name but a few) to keep you in tip top
condition. And there's the added
attraction at a growing number of
stores of Cover Girl cosmetics and Lady
Jayne hair accessories.
The health and beauty range came
into being in a very small way with the
introduction of non-foods in the early
sixties. But it wasn't until the summer of
1973 that it really came into its own and
since then the size, scope and success of
the department has gone up and up.

It's a fiddly job keeping the display
just right. 'But with the lights and the
mass of colours it looks terrific' says
Steve Bass, deputy grocery manager at
North Cheam.

Today there are plans to double the
size of the department in all the supermarkets where there is the space. So far
nine stores sell the full range—that's
including the cosmetics and hair
accessories display.
But it was at Woolwich that the
groundwork was done when in 1973 the
store was used to experiment with
different types of displays.
'The big breakthrough was illuminated shelving' says Grahame Becker,
who as grocery manager is now the
man in charge of health and beauty
at Woolwich.
'It really makes it one of the most
eyecatching and attractive departments
in the store'.
But it's not an easy one to dress, or
administer behind the scenes. There are
over 400 lines, over 500 if you include
cosmetics and hair accessories. Ordering,
however will be a lot easier in the future
as the department is currently going over
to the Plessey ordering system. 'This
will make a lot of difference' says
Mr Becker T seem always to be surrounded by hundreds of bits of paper'.
The items themselves are also fiddly
things to put on the shelves, the slender
bottles of shampoos that look great in
your bathroom go down like a pack of
cards when in rows on the display.
'With so many lines, most shampoos
for instance come in four different types,
you have to dress to such a small
facing—and I like to keep things in
the same place so the customers know
exactly where to look for their favourite
brands.'
The large number of lines is part of
the department's success. Customers
like to know what's on the market and
to have as large a choice of shampoos
and hair sprays as possible to choose

from. Even if they end up buying the
same brand they have always used.
'Our customers expect to be able to
pick and choose' says Steve Bass,
deputy grocery manager at North
Cheam, where they sell the full health
and beauty range. The spending power
at North Cheam is high. Housewives
as often as not have their own car,
have money to spend and the time to
'window-shop' whilst getting in the
groceries.
'They tend to be very well groomed
and the sort of woman one would have
thought would stick to the more wellknown and expensive brands of beauty
aids and cosmetics' says manager
John Phillipson. 'But they obviously
like the chance to experiment and the
Cover Girl range has proved a great
success'.

What's needed is space
Trying a new lipstick, hair colouring
or deodorant is now becoming as much
part of supermarket shopping as trying
a new type of breakfast cereal. And
there's plenty to choose from the JS
range with many own label lines like
shampoo topping the popularity poll.
'What we need now is more room' says
Mr Phillipson, sentiments that are
echoed by Mr Becker at Woolwich.
'It's a department with so much
potential' adds Mr Becker. 'Our sales
speak for themselves if you want proof
of its success'.
'I'd like to sell special lines like gift
packs at Christmas or even a range of
perfumes with testers' adds Mr
Phillipson enthusiastically.
As far as JS's health and beauty
range is concerned this is only the
beginning. O
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Depot staff show Truelove devotion

with Truelove's, a
residential school for boys aged between
eight and 16 years with muscular dystrophy, begins at Charlton depot. There
they carry on the good work of providing both financial and practical assistance to Truelove's, a work begun in 1959
by staff from the warehouse, factory and
the drivers at Blackfriars.
Highlights of the many activities
arranged for the boys during the year are
a summer outing and a Christmas party.
The outing was held on June 16 when
they were taken to Southend by coach.
On arrival they were provided with a
packed lunch, and also given £2 spending money each. And JS staff from the
depot—given the day off by JS—were on
hand to push the boys' wheelchairs
around the shops and sea front.
THE JS CONNECTION

The present chairman of the committee that organises and co-ordinates the
various fund raising schemes is Stan
Hopkins (foreman, receipts bay) and the
treasurer is Reggie Toop (hygiene foreman). Together they have been connected with the Truelove's scheme since its
inception.
Says Stan: 'It was one of our workmates who first brought the school to
our attention. He parked his caravan on
the school grounds, so he knew all about
the place. That's really how it all began.
When the factory was shut down, those
of us who moved to Charlton offered to
carry on the work.'
In the time that JS staff have been
connected with Truelove's the school has
benefited considerably. Equipment provided includes a £1,500 hydro-therapy

Lunch is all part of the fun when it's
served from the back of a JS lorry, with
second helpings of affection on hand from
staff at Charlton depot.
pool, exercise equipment for use in beds,
furnishings, videomaster, two colour
televisions, film projector and playing
equipment.
Weekly collections are made at Charlton, and some branches, to help boost
the fund which provides for the Truelove's projects. But the bulk of the
money is raised through the annual
draw held around Christmas.
Says Stan: 'The support we get from
the branches for this draw is terrific. If
it wasn't for their support we would
never be able to carry out a lot of our
work. So to all JS branch staff we must
say a special thank you.'

Play it again, HB
'I LIKE TO PUT ON A SHOW, n o t j u s t a

disco' says JS's disco kid, Howard
Bentley. 'And I don't just play what I
like—I play for my audience.'
And that policy seems to work for
Howard, who is deputy grocery manager
at Crawley. 'My Saturday nights are
booked for the rest of the year' he says.
It all started when Howard was 11
(he's 20 now) and his scout troop asked
him to provide music for their Christmas
dance. Since then he's acquired almost
£1000 worth of equipment ('I bought it
over such a long period that I hardly
noticed') and a record and tape collection equivalent to 900 records.
Howard has also come a long way as a
scout. Now a venture scout leader, he
finally won the Queen's scout award last
March, after seven years' work. One of
his projects was teaching other scouts
the art of tape-recording.
He tapes his own jingles for the disco,
which he calls 'HB discagogo international'. ' "HB" are my initials, obviously', he says. ' "Discagogo" means
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that it's more than just a disco, and it's
called "international" because I play
music from countries that you rarely
hear in Britain.
'I'm always trying to add interesting
ideas. I wear a glitter suit, because I
think that if people see me dressed like
that they'll be more inclined to let
themselves go.'
Howard says he likes all music, except
perhaps opera. If pressed, he names as
his favourites James Last, the G Band
(the Glitter Band that was), Wings,
Elton John, Abba and Strauss waltzes—
a mixed bag indeed.
'I prefer live music to recorded music'
says Howard 'and I'd like to play live.
At the moment I'm learning to play the
organ.'
After being a student for two years at
London Road, Brighton, Howard joined
JS full-time as a tradesman in 1972.
'I do about 85 per cent of my disco
work for JS' he says 'and I like it like
that. JS people seem to get more involved.
You get a better social atmosphere.'

Your letters
Letters are welcome and should be
addressed to the editor. Don't forget
you can dictate one by using the
Journal's phone-in service on
Blackfriars extension 2363
Whose business?
From: C W Edwards, purchases accounts,
Streatham
In my opinion some obnoxious language
has been used in the end of year
booklet distributed to all staff last
month. I give some examples and
comment thereon (the italics are mine):
1 'We (sic) have taken more for ourselves
in wages and salaries' (ie than in
1974/5)
2 'Once again, it demonstrates the
urgency of holding costs down and
keeping wages and salaries at a realistic
level'
3 'While staff were earning £696 each in
profit for JS, they were earning over
three times more than that for themselves'
4 'The average JS wage or salary last
year was £2,303'
As regards (1) 'we' (except directors)
do not take increases in wages and
salaries—we are granted the increases
essential to maintain JS's position in the
employment market and/or to retain
experienced or key staff (some of the
older ones are 'hooked' anyway!)
2 What is a 'realistic level' ? (Remember
the fairly recent independent survey's
findings of what the bulk of the staff
thought about their salaries? JS has
been saved from having to do anything
about that by the present official
incomes policy.)
3 This represents a 30 per cent return.
I wish I could get £696 (tax paid) from
an investment of £2,303 over one year!
4 Government statistics show that the
national average wage was around £60
per week, that's £3,120 per annum and
35 per cent more than the JS average!
Who will deny that a large number of
JS staff can only take home a 'realistic
level' of pay by doing as much overtime
as possible? Who again will deny that
by employing low-paid staff, JS's
efficiency and loyalties suffer?
Should this letter be published no
doubt it will be followed by a 'smart
comeback'. Nothing however will convince me that we are getting a 'realistic'
salary in relation to present day prices.
Tony Clarke, manager, remuneration and
benefits department, replies:
I am sorry that the writer has taken
exception to the style and particularly
the language of the staff booklet, but it
is designed for a very wide audience,
most of whom, we believe, want to feel
involved in what the company is doing—
and to understand how they contribute

to the company's success.
That is why attention has been drawn
to the way in which every £1 passing
through the tills at the checkouts is
spent—the bulk of it to our suppliers
and operating costs (including wages
and salaries) and a very slender percentage to profits.
Rather than 'being saved by the
present official incomes policy' we find
the situation as aggravating and frustrating as most individuals and every other
employer who has devoted a fair amount
of time and energy in recent years
developing and implementing logical
and equitable wage and salary structures, only to find them distorted by the
'rough justice' of the present legislation.
The effect of the £6 within JS, for
example, ranged from 22 per cent to nil,
depending on the job you do and the
money you are currently being paid.
In pleading his case, the writer is
guilty of a number of over-simplifications of which, I am sure, he is aware—
for example, the average wage or salary
is far from being the only 'investment'
made by the company to achieve the
£696 profit. As the other figures of

operating costs demonstrate, plus the
capital outlay in buildings stock and
new equipment, the picture is really far
more complex.
The Government statistic of £60 per
week which he quotes is an even more
drastic over-simplification since it refers
to full time adult (over 21) manual male
employees only.
When the non manual workers, those
under 21 and, in this year of equal
opportunities, the females are included,
the figure is quite different. When the
part-timers (of whom JS employ a great
number) are also included then the
figure is below the JS average.
None of this will compensate those
who have been hit by both inflation and
incomes control however; to say nothing
of taxation and eroded differentials.
Certainly, no one will deny that too
many JS employees fit into this category
but it is a national problem and not
one peculiar to the company. The author
of the letter has indicated, quite clearly,
that he will never be convinced of my
arguments, no matter how substantiated they may be.
continued >

Three cheers all round
From: K Bexley, produce manager,
Haywards Heath (via dial-a-letter)
I wish to say how very much I enjoyed
Mr Males' mammoth fun day at
Brighton on June 20, and thank and
congratulate the organising committee
and the helpers on the day for generously giving their services for the

pleasure of so many.
I think that the Coventry area should
be commended on the excellent turn-out
and control of their team and particularly of their obviously well rehearsed
cheer leaders, whose overwhelming
enthusiasm contributed and spread such
a mammoth amount of fun.

C-O-V-E-N-T-R-Y spells enthusiasm! They look pretty good too.
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With thanks from Tina . . . to Denny
This card is sent with many thanks,
From all of us to you,
To let you know you're thought of,
In everything we do.
From cashing up a pick-up,
Or doing afinalclear,
Your face haunts our mem'ries,
Your voice we still can hear.
We thank you for your kind advice,
And guidance in ev'ry way,
Your helping hand in problems,
That arise day by day.
From Newbury branch to Bracknell,
We send our thanks to you,
For lending us your chief clerk,
Te teach us all she knew.

training methods were
certainly inspiring—they inspired Tina
Strickland to write a poem.
Denny is chief clerk at Bracknell
branch, and for three days a week for
a month she travelled the 30 miles to
Newbury branch and back to train
Tina for the job of deputy chief clerk.
'We got on really well' says Tina.
DENNY CARTER'S

Denny Carter
Tina Strickland
'She's very thorough, and she can
train you without making you feel
silly if you make a mistake.'
So Tina sent Denny a thank-you
card in the form of a poem. 'I think
it's much more personal than just
sending a card with a verse already
printed in it, and I find writing poems
very easy.'

She's been writing poems ever since
she was bored in the cigarette kiosk
one day. Manager Charles Turner saw
a poem she left there accidentally on a
piece of scrap paper, liked it and
encouraged her.
'I didn't want anyone to see it while
I was writing it' says Tina. 'I had to
keep hiding it in my shoe'. O

More of your letters
> continued
Perhaps we can agree on one thing,
the only 'smart comeback' worth having,
is the customer who comes back for
more!

Sickness and health
From: Mrs A J Chan, SRN, Basingstoke
depot
After studying your article on the Health
and Safety at Work Act 1974 in April's
JS Journal I should like to make the
following comments:
I was disappointed to note that like
the Rubens Committee you had interpreted the words 'HEALTH' and
'SAFETY' as synonymous. Health at
work is dependent on other very important factors. The interplay of psychological and stress factors arising
from and at work cannot be ignored.
Accidents do not occur always as the
result of breaking of safety rules, but
from human failure (lack of concentration, fatigue, carelessness etc.). Therefore the importance of general good
health of the individual is of considerable relevance.
Nationally compiled statistics show:
10 million working days a year lost—
strikes
18 million working days a year lost—
accidents
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2 million working days a year lost—
occupational diseases
342 million working days a year lost—
sickness
These appallingfiguresshow the importance of maintaining the optimum level
of health at work. I should be interested
to know how thesefigurescompare with
those within our own company? At
national and company level, the reductions in sickness/absence figures relates
to our economic survival.
The acceptance of a high rate of sickness/absence as inevitable is in my view
a defeatist attitude. Research into the
possible causes of sickness/absence
might prove revealing and lead to a
broader view of HEALTH and safety
at work.

what it takes') will not in any way be
affected.
It also states some management will
be recruited in the Central London area
where staffing difficulties occur.
My question is how can the company
tell us, that due to the slight shortage of
positions in the London area for promotion at the moment and on my own area
at the moment being 30 or 35 AMs
surplus, can they hope to justify such a
move?
There are tradesmen and RMTs alike
who are waiting patiently to be promoted to assistant managers and I am
sure that it will not be very pleasant
reading for them.
I might add the difficulty of telling a
prospective manager from within our
own ranks that he cannot be made up
A reply is in the pipeline, Mrs Chan, and because of a surplus of AMs and then
will be published in the next issue. Editor trying to explain the reason for external
recruitment is one job I am quite
pleased at not having to do.

Promotion prospects
Name and location supplied
I read with interest the article in the
daily bulletin referring to the employment of departmental managers
recruited externally.
It takes great pains to point out that
the future promotion prospects of
present management (adding in slightly
different jargon 'those who have got

Bert Ellis, personnel manager designate
(branch management), replies:
The main justification for advertising
externally for departmental management staff in the face of an apparent
surplus of assistant managers is that our
manpower forecasts show that were we
simply to maintain the present system
of development and training, then on
numbers alone we would be faced at
the end of 1977 with a significant shortage of capable management staff at
continued >

> continued
higher levels. Assistant managers will
not have the relevant experience by then.
These forecasts are based, amongst
other things, on data relating to store
openings, turnover patterns and, importantly, the potential ratings which
are obtained through the performance
review system. The figures also show
that in certain geographical areas the
problem will be worse than others.
We can do two things about this
situation. In the first place, we can
accelerate the development and training
of existing staff and shall continue to do
this with suitable cautions. In the second
place, we can seek to ease the problem
by direct external recruitment. However, external recruitment is no new
thing. We have already recruited at

departmental management level on the
fringes of our traditional trading areas,
eg Doncaster and Cwmbran.
Our recent experience at Cwmbran
has shown that in the present difficult
economic climate, when the majority of
retailers are cutting back, there seem to
be available a number of candidates
with multiple retailing experience of a
suitably high calibre to help us in our
continued expansion. It seems right,
therefore, to continue limited external
recruitment, not only on the periphery,
but also certain other areas, where we
may expect future difficulties. Even
where at the moment there seems to be
an apparent surplus, our experience
shows that in certain locations, for
reasons like the high cost of housing,
children's education, etc., it is not

always possible to move staff when a
vacancy occurs.
Our policy, therefore, will be to
accelerate the development of existing
staff where, by virtue of performance,
they are seen to be able to respond to a
programme of shortened experience, but
also we shall integrate into our management team a limited number of good
candidates, of proven skills and
experience.
Although one can understand the
apparent concern behind the question,
it should be clear that any member of
management who performs consistently
well and is able to take advantage of
opportunities as they arise, will in no
way be affected by the limited amount
of external recruitment we may undertake. O

There is nothing like a Dane

Ready . . . altogether . . . say smorgasbord. It's ladies only as SSA members, their families and friends get together for a snap
to remind them of that delicious cruise to Denmark.
IF YOU HAVEN'T eaten a genuine Danish
pastry, served in its country of origin,
you haven't lived! That's the verdict of
everyone who went on one of the threeday cruises to Denmark, organised by
the SSA office at Blackfriars.
At £12 a head, excluding food and
booze, the cruise sold like Danish hot
pastries, and so not one, as had first
been planned, but three sailing dates had
to be arranged in May and June.
Altogether nearly 500 SSA members
their families and friends set sail from
Harwich, for a long weekend that took
in a bracing sea voyage to the port of
Esbjerg, and an afternoon on Danish
soil mixing with the natives.
On board ship it was all mod cons,

with a disco belting it out for energetic
rock 'n rollers and a tuneful Danish duo,
with a little less volume, for tango and
waltz enthusiasts. The bars never seemed
to close!
The falling £ and the generally slightly
higher living standards of the Danes
meant things were a bit pricey for British
purses. But for about £1.25 you could
breakfast like a prince and dine like a
king for about £3.50. The Danish helpyourself smorgasbord positively encouraged you to try everything; even if
it meant going up for fifths and sixths,
not just seconds!
Ashore at Esbjerg, coaches whisked
those who wanted to go (all part of the
£12) off to a local fishing museum; and

from there to the country town of Ribe'
Amid cobbled streets and halftimbered houses, tea and pastries were
served in a Hans Christian Andersen
storybook setting of olde worlde polished
wood and gleaming copper. (Again all
part of the £12.)
All too soon it was back on board and
away on calm seas for a few more litres
of lager and a few more helpings from
the smorgasbord. And so to Harwich.
News flash from the SSA office is that
similar weekend cruises to Denmark are
already planned for about the same time
next year. They say there is also the
chance of a five-day trip, probably for
under £30—which gives a lot more time
to get stuck into those Danish pastries! O
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People pages
Appointments

Long Service

Retirements

H Ramsden, senior buyer, purchasing,
has been appointed biscuit buyer,
bakery department.
A Branson, accountant, financial accounts, has become financial analyst,
financial appraisal.
I Merton, deputy manager, bacon buying, has been appointed buyer in
produce buying.
L Davies, co-ordinator in distribution
control, has been appointed textile stock
controller—supply control non-perishables systems administration.
L Bradford, engineering services coordinator, engineering design, Clapham,
has been appointed deputy manager,
electrical design section.
E Puttick, formerly manager of
Portsmouth, has been appointed manager of Fareham.
J Marks, formerly manager of
Fareham, has been appointed manager
of Portsmouth.

Robert Barrett, skilled engineer at head
office, celebrated 25 years' service with
the company in April.
.He worked for 20 years at Running
Horses Yard, and when that closed he
moved back to Stamford House.
Fred Pratt, meat manager at Central
Croydon, celebrated 25 years' service in
June.
Mr Pratt started as a butcher at
Coulsdon. He worked at Purley after his
war service, was promoted in 1954 to
head butcher and worked at Catford,
West Wickham, 68 Croydon when it
opened as a self-service branch and also
at Sutton.
John Williamson, senior shipping
scheduler at Blackfriars, celebrated 25
years' service in June.
Mr Williamson has worked in various
departments at Blackfriars including the
depot stock office, query office, transport
office and grocery buying.

Fred Molyneux, manager at St Albans,
retired on June 19. He had been with
the company for 45 years.
Mr Molyneux started as a runner at
Bedford. In 1937 he transferred to Luton
as a 'red button', returning there after
his national service. Mr Molyneux has
managed Belmont, Wealdstone, 128
Kilburn and Watford.
George Nunn, driver at Basingstoke
depot, retired on May 28. He had been
with JS for 45 years.
When Mr Nunn first started 'driving'
for the company it was on a bicycle, and
he then went on to drive bull-nose
Morrises and heavy lorries.
Alf Little, driver at Charlton depot,
retired from the company on June 12,
after 44 years' service.
Bob Fleming, driver at Charlton depot,
retired on July 2, after working for the
company for 41 years.
Mr Fleming started as a porter at 73
Kingsland branch. In 1937 he transferred to Tottenham as a poultryman.
After his national service Mr Fleming
returned to work in the warehouses and
the cheese department at Blackfriars.
He started driving in 1948, doing night
work for 18 years, then transferring to
Charlton depot and onto day work.
Vi Thompson, who worked in the JS
pig supply office at Haverhill, retired on
February 1. She had been with the
company for 27 years.
Mrs Thompson started in the egg
office working under Frank Sainsbury,
and after its closure in 1968 she transferred to the accounts department at
HMP and moved into pig accounts a
few years later.
Marie Littley, display assistant at
Paddington, retired from the company
on June 26 after being with JS for 26
years.
Starting in the Paddington manual
branch as a packer-weigher, she worked
patting butter and lard for customers.
She also worked in the meat department
boning fresh meat. When the self-service
store opened in 1957 she transferred to
the meat counter.
Winifred 'Freda' Adamczyk, part-time
cashier at South Harrow, retired on
May 7. She had been with the company
for 25 years.
Doris Prewer, part-time housekeeper
at Bury St Edmunds, retired from the
company on May 1 after 16 years'
service.
Miss Prewer started with the company
as a daily domestic, and was promoted

New faces you'll see at Blackfriars

NEW CHIEF CASHIER at Blackfriars,
Roy Dickman, comes to that post from
Streatham where he was supervisor of the
centralfilingdepartment.
Mr Dickman, who has been with JS for
six and a half years, says: 'I am looking
forward to the new challenge, and my
experience as a cashier with my previous
employers should prove useful.'
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THE SMILING FACE that greets JS
staff and visitors from behind the reception desk at Stamford House belongs to
Debra Bebber.
Debra, who came to her new job from
purchases accounts, Streatham, has been
with JS for two years. And her verdict
on being the receptionist—'I really feel
I'm part of the company' she says.

continued [>

> continued
to assistant cook and then to house-:keeper.
Phyllis Womble, sales assistant atit
Goring Road, Worthing, retired onn
June 19 after working for the companyy
for 16 years.
Alice Greaves, part-time displayy
assistant at Golders Green, retired oni
April 30. She had been with JS for 144
years.
Mrs Greaves started in the preparation room in the old Golders Greeni
branch, then moved to counter service.
When the new branch opened in 19755
Mrs Greaves transferred there until herr
retirement.
Fred Richards, senior store servicemani
at Harpenden, retired from the branchl
on July 3. He had been with the company for 14 years.
Mr Richards worked as a porter inl
the old manual store, then moved to the;
self-service branch when it opened inl
1970 as senior warehouseman.
Edna Scott, display assistant att
Queens Road, Watford, retired from the5
company on May 7. She had 13 yearss

service with the company.
She joined JS as a sales assistant at
New Maiden, and from 1963 she worked
at St Albans Road, Watford, a manual
shop, until it closed six years later. She
moved to High Street, Watford, and
when that too closed in 1972 she became
a display assistant at Queens Road,
Ted Kent, returns operator at Buntingford depot, retired on June 11. He had
worked for the company for 12 years.
Mr Kent worked as a night butcher's
labourer and as a cleaner at Blackfriars;
he moved to Buntingford depot to work
in the returns department.
Raymond 'Diddy" Ashby, customer
service assistant at Kettering, retired
from the company on June 18. Mr
Ashby had completed 11 years' service,
He started as a warehouseman at the
manual Kettering branch, transferring
to the present supermarket when it
opened later in 1965.
Rose Davey, daily domestic at Romford area office, retired on May 10. She
had been with the company for 11
years.
Nancy Ayers, part-time cashier at
Reading, retired from the company on

Number one operator retires

May 15. Mrs Ayers had worked for the
company for 10 years.
Eva Shorthouse, part-time supply
assistant at Bristol, retired on May 1.
She had been with the company for 10
years.
Starting in the branch as a packerweigher on the provisions section, she
transferred to the produce preparation
room, and in 1972 moved to the provisions department as a supply assistant.
Olive Lewis, display assistant at
Harlow, retired on June 12. She had
been with the company for 12 years.
Jean 'Haggis' Lawson, cashier at
Poole, retired on July 3. She had
worked with the company for 16 years.
Mrs Lawson first started at Oxford
High Street, as a sales assistant. She
transferred to Poole in 1969 when the
branch opened as a supply assistant and
later became a cashier.
The following employees have also
retired. Length of service is shown in
brackets:
Mrs J Cook (9 years)
J Hebblethwaite (7 years)
Mrs S Andrews (7 years)
Mrs J Hatfield (6 years)
S White (5 years)
M Pickard (5 years)
Mrs E Gardner (4 years)
Mrs A Thorn (3 years)
Doris Stevens (2 years)
W Medlock (2 years)
L Marsh (1 year)

Obituary

AFTER A CAREER with JS spanning 32
years, Gwyneth Thomas—who started
as a saleswoman and eventually became
the company's first security operator—
retired on June 11.
'I commenced my employment in the
dairy department at 147 Balham in 1944
before moving on to the bakery department' says Miss Thomas. 'When the
men returned from the war I was able
to train them in dealing with the rationing system that had been imposed.'
From 147 she transferred to 87
Balham to help out for three months,

Bill Hedges, former chairman of the
veterans group, died on May 20. He had
been chairman since January 1967 and
due to continuing ill health, resigned his
office earlier this year.
He joined the company in 1922 and
managed various North London
branches like Stoke Newington and
Tottenham.
He retired from the company in 1966
as superintendent of the midlands and
eastern region.
In a tribute to him, published in the
veterans newsletter, he is referred to as
'a man of many qualities—loyal and
steadfast to his employers and associates'.
Says Vic Lonnon, manager, medical
and veteran welfare services: 'He was a
live-wire, full of energy and ideas. Even
in ill health he carried out his duties
efficiently and giving up only when it
got beyond him. He will be greatly
missed.'
Mr Hedges leaves a wife and family.
Albert Cook, customer serviceman at
but ended up staying five years. She
explains: 'They didn't want me to go Guildford branch, died on May 18. He
back when my time was up, and I was had been with JS for 14 years.
quite happy to stay on.' On returning to
Mr Cook leaves a son.
147 Balham she injured her back—
Gladys Brown, part-time cashier at
packing goods in the warehouse—an Harlow, died on May 25, she had been
injury that meant her being off work for with the company for 10 years.
12 months.
Mrs Brown leaves a husband, son and
At the suggestion of her doctor, she daughter.
sought office work with JS and began
Stephen Heffer, provisions assistant
training as a chief cashier, but a recur- at Harlow, died on May 5. He had been
rence of her prolapsed disc held up her with the company for three years.
plans. This, however, proved to be a
Mr Heffer was on his way to the store
continued on page 22 > when his motor bike collided with a car.
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> continued
blessing in disguise, for when she was
ready to resume her training, JS was
starting up its security division.
'I applied to join that division as I
felt walking about the shop, on the look
out for shoplifters, would suit me better,'
she says. 'In fact I was the first person
interviewed for a post as a store detective by the company.'
Miss Thomas operated in the Kingston (now Woking) area, and the manner
in which she carried out her job won her
not only the respect and admiration of
her bosses, but also the chief superintendent of the Surrey constabulary.
She explains: 'As store detectives we
are there mainly to protect Salisbury's
property and not customers. But in this
instance, the police requested our help
to check a spate of purse thefts reported

by customers at Guildford.
'So four of us went to Guildford where
we were informed by the manager of the
branch that the incidents seemed to take
place between 11.30 and 12.00 and 3.30
and 4.00, so we decided to concentrate
on these times.
'Another operator and I had been
on our watch only 10 minutes when I
spotted a woman who I became suspicious of. So I placed my handbag on a
trolley, unzipped it, and pushed the
trolley towards the woman. As soon as
she saw my bag her face registered
interest. So when I left my trolley and
walked across seemingly to pick up an
item from a shelf she dipped her hand
into my bag. My colleague, Mrs
Coleman, who I had already alerted,
grabbed her by the wrist.
'The police were quite relieved at our

success, especially as they had been trying for weeks without success. The result
was a commendation from the chief
superintendent.'
The thing she liked most about the job
as a security officer was the variety of
experience it brought. 'It had its sad
moments and its lighter moments' she
says. 'I remember having to deal with a
91-year-old woman who was stealing
from us so as to help one of the stalls at
her church sale of work.'
In 1975 she transferred to central
security at Blackfriars for special
security duties. Now an injury to her leg
has meant an early retirement.
She is a keen sports fan, and being
Welsh her great love is, predictably,
rugby. But there is an added attraction—
Gareth Edwards, the Welsh and British
Lions rugby maestro, is her cousin. O

West Brom boxes clever for kids
of some empty
JS boxes and cartons was spotted by
Christine Oates, during a late night
shopping trip to JS's West Bromwich
branch. Mrs Oates is a teacher at an
educationally sub-normal (moderate)
school. And a word in the ear of deputy
manager, Richard Gower, resulted in
her receiving the boxes for use in the
handicrafts class at the school—Blakely
Special School, Oldbury.
Says Mrs Oates: 'These containers
may be useless to the shop but they are
invaluable to us. The kids love working
with the different shapes and sizes they
form'.
'And' adds fellow teacher, Mrs
THE CREATIVE POTENTIAL

Valerie Harries 'the boxes also provide
an experience for the children in dealing
with different colours and textures,
therefore extending their knowledge.
'A large caterpillar, made out of
empty JS cereal boxes is a good example'
says Mrs Harries. 'Many of the children
didn't know what a caterpillar looked
like or what colour it was. So we were
able to combine a nature lesson and a
lesson on colours, and as a bonus teach
them rhymes about caterpillars.'
The school, which opened in September 1975, is divided into lower school
(age 7-10) and upper school (11-13
years). And contrary to popular opinion,
the title 'sub-normal' does not indicate

a mental disability.
Says headmaster Albert Lockley: 'A
big part of my job is trying to educate
the public in this type of education. Our
pupils are not mentally sub-normal.
They have all their physical and mental
faculties, it is just that they are slow
learners. The prime causes of this are
the environmental backgrounds they
come from and, in the case of our
immigrant pupils, having to cope with
dual cultures and languages. Our
primary job is helping the children to
cope and learn at their own depth.'
And it's nice to know that JS staff at
West Bromwich, though in a very small
way, are assisting in the task. O

Left: Deputy manager Richard Gower
with some of the pupils at the school
and the caterpillar.
Above: Rebecca Coldicott skippers her
very own JS 'packet' boat.

Six all set for secretarial success

Out of their apprenticeship from left to right: Julie Sainsbury (no relation), Lorraine Bartholomew, Sue Dearing, Lesley Hornby,
Pauline Ansett and Chris Williams.
THE SAINSBURY GIRLS, otherwise known
followed by three months' practical train secretaries the JS way. The jobs
as JS secretarial trainees Lesley, Chris, training in
s departments at are first advertised internally and then
Sue, Pauline, Julie and Lorraine, have Blackfriars.
in the national press, around February/
recently completed their 'apprenticeship'
Says secretarial personnel officer, March time. And the successful appliand joined the permanent staff.
Rosemary Hamer: 'We take the girls' cants are interviewed in March and
They started on their way to a personalities into consideration when we begin their training in September.'
secretarial career in March 1975 when select them. This is probably why they
With the influx of school leavers the
they were selected by JS out of 70 are known at the college as the "Sains- number of applications received is on
applicants. A six-month commercial bury girls".
the increase. Already six school leavers
course at Kingsway College, which they
'We re-introduced the secretarial have been selected to commence the
commenced in September last year, was trainee scheme three years ago so as to cycle of training in September this year.

Rescue attempt
wins student
top award
SHOWING NO CONCERN for

The lively lads
GRIFFIN COLTS, a

his

own

safety, 16-year-old Leonard Bagot, a
weekend student at JS's Kingsland
Road branch, dived into a Scottish loch
in an attempt to rescue two drowning
friends.
The incident, which earned for him
an award from the Royal Humane
Society, occurred whilst Leonard was
holidaying in Scotland with a party
from his church. One of the group went
for a swim in Loch Vaa and when a few
yards away from the bank disappeared
below the surface. The leader of the
party, Donald Paterson, went to his
rescue but he too disappeared under
the water.
Leonard, together with another boy,
dived in to the rescue but to no avail.
Without losing time, he swam ashore
and ran about a mile to get help.
'At first we thought the boy was fooling around' said Leonard. 'But suddenly
we realized he was in trouble. Then Mr
Paterson (who was also drowned in the
incident) plunged in—everything seemed
to happen so quickly.'

football team made up
of sons of JS employees at Buntingford
and other local young players, are the
toast of the depot.
In the season just completed the team
has swept the board, collecting five
trophies in the process. These include
the Royston League championship and
the Cambridge Evening News five-a-side
cup.
Home matches are played on the
depot sports ground. The lads are taken
through their paces by trainer/manager
Freddie Oram, a JS driver.
The team was originally formed about
five years ago for depot employees' sons
only. But as the reputation of the team
grew, it attracted talented outside
players to its ranks.

That's the wicket!
conditions
the fourth annual single wicket competition, went on as planned at the
Griffin Sports Club on May 31.
The competition attracted 17 entries,
with Jimmy Simpson (associate SSA
member) beating Chris Carter (Balham
branch) in the final.
DESPITE INCLEMENT WEATHER
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. beside the seaside, beside the sea
SUNNY SOUTHSEA was the final destination of ten very special coaches departing from various pick-up points in South
East England on Tuesday, June 8. Their
passengers, numbering around 450, were
JS veterans going on their annual
outing.
The coaches were met on arrival at
Southsea by Vic Lonnon, manager,
medical and veterans welfare services.
His well laid welcome plans went without a hitch—except for one moment in
the crowded coach park when he greeted
passengers off a coach only to be told,
half way through, that they were not JS
veterans but 'veterans' belonging to one
of JS's competitors!

Memory promenade
Basking in the sunshine, strolling
along the promenade and picnicking in
the Rock Gardens were the order of the
day. And many were the stories overheard on the seafront as JS veterans
swapped memoirs and talked of the
good times.
'I wish some of my friends who
couldn't make it today could see me
now,' said Mrs Renee Merrick from
Guildford, sunning herself on a deckchair. Her friends, Mrs Florence Lever
and Mrs Daisy Graf ham, also made full
use of the chance to relax in the sun.
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'We're from Sainsbury's you know—
the supermarket people' was how one
veteran was overheard explaining to
someone curious to know about the
veterans badge on his lapel.
Further outings to Southend and
Folkestone for veterans from other areas
ave been planned during the summer.

A spot of tea in the rock gardens for a
group of JS veterans from Brighton.
Or (below) a laze on the beach in a
deckchair for Mrs Florence Lever (left),
Mrs Renee Merrick (centre) and Mrs
Daisy Grafham.

Getting into
tights

a couple of ounces of nylon yarn. Next
you put a twist in it. Then you knit the resulting springy
thread into a long tube and sew up one end. Put the
open ends of two tubes together. Then you execute an
ingenious snip here and a deft stitch there to join them
at the open end. Add a touch of colour. Finally spin and
tumble almost dry. And voila—you have a pair of tights.
Although in outline this is how a pair of tights is
made, there is of course a great deal more to it than that.
The process requires numerous skills, complicated
machinery, expert knowledge and the sort of know-how
that only a lifetime in the hosiery business can teach.
To find out more about the making of tights the
JS Journal travelled to Hinkley in Leicestershire, the
home of the hosiery industry for 400 years.
In 1640 William Iliffe, a Hinkley man, is said to have
imported from Nottingham one of the earliest stocking
frames; invented, it is thought, by a Reverend William
FIRST YOU TAKE

Lee. The first circular knitting machine was made in
1844. The first mass-produced nylon stockings came
over one hundred years later in about 1947.
Two companies at Hinkley make tights and
stockings especially for JS. But it was at Bennett
Brothers' factory, where they make JS's one-size
micromesh tights, that the mysteries of the hosiery world
were unravelled for the Journal to behold.
Once inside the factory gates it was obvious there's
more in tights than meets the eye.

Putting the stretch into JS one-size
tights is a highly mechanised, fast moving
process and very noisy. Long banks of
complicated machines (above left) twist
the basic white nylon thread and heat
it to set the twist in for ever. Bennett
Brothers differ from many other hosiery
manufacturers in that they put the twist
in the thread themselves. A good twist in
the thread means you won't get baggy
knees'1 they say.
Some of the thread is twisted to the
right and some to the left. Alternate
rows of left and right twisted thread
are knitted into tubes on circular
knitting machines. The mixture of left
and right twisted threads are what makes
micromesh stretch in all directions.
The enlarged close-up of a circular
knitting head (far left) shows the
intricate delicacy of the flying circle of
needles with their attendant threads
and the growing tube that is to form one
half of a pair of tights.
Row upon row of knitting machines
(above right) whirl and clatter to produce hundreds of white nylon tubes that
pop, as if by magic, into small transparent boxes with a trapdoor bottom.
The trapdoor opens and the leg of a
tight is born.
Spot checks on the length are made
(top left) using a not veryflattering,but
efficient one-dimensional leg-shaped
board. The stretchability is also tested
(bottom left) to make sure that the
mechanical knitters haven't got their
needles in a twist.
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Competition: The thigh's the limit!
A YEAR'S SUPPLY OF JS TIGHTS—that's the top prize in
our special 'The thigh's the limit' contest.
If you're not a lady and haven't got a lady you'd like to
give tights to, or if you've only got one leg, you can have a
prize to the same value of JS socks or shirts.
All you have to do is match up the legs and faces in these
pictures of Charlton depot's 'It's a knockout' champs. For
example, if you think legs E belong to Bill, put E in the box
next to Bill's name, and so on.
You're even allowed five goes, because the sun's shining
and the editor's in a good mood.
By the way, there are 40,320 possible answers, and 40,319
of them are wrong.
And, for a tie-breaker, you have to estimate the length of
thread that makes up a pair of JS micromesh one-size tights.
If more than one entry gets the legs right, then the nearest
estimate will clinch the top prize. And there are plenty of
consolation prizes for near misses.

Pat Meegan

How we found the best legs
'We want the best legs in JS for our competition—the very
best' said the editor.
The best legs? What are the best legs? Brendan Foster's
legs? Ginger Rogers' legs? Ernie Wise's legs? Should they be
pretty? Slim? Muscular? Hairy?
Then we heard of all the fiendish games dreamt up by
Bromley area for their 'It's a knockout' contest, and we knew
that anyone who could survive that little lot must have the
best legs in the company. If they's got any limbs left at all,
that is.
Well, Charlton depot won. So JS Journal proudly presents
the best, the absolute, incontrovertible, best legs in the
company. And all you've got to do.is match them up to
their owners' faces.
Alan, who is manager of the team, says 'It's no good
asking us for help with the competition entries. We're not
uncovering our knees for anyone however hot it gets.'

J

Bill Sargent

Colin Tall

Pauline Halls

Alan Hale

Entry form
Cut out and send to the JS Journal, J Sainsbury Ltd, Stamford House, Stamford St, London SEl 9LL,
to arrive not later than 30th July 1976.

1
Joann

2

3

4

5

Tiebreaker:
I think the length of thread needed to make a pair of
JS micromesh one-size tights is:

Phoebe
Josie
Name_

Pat
Bill

Department/
address

Colin
Pauline
Alan

Extension no/
telephone n o _
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